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Editorial
Looking back over 2017, it’s been another positive year for the Network.
We’ve held two successful meetings, one hosted by York St John University, one hosted by Cardiff University.
We’ve launched our new improved website and received positive feedback.
We’ve introduced a new membership structure, identifying a lead contact for each member university and offering the
opportunity for member institutions to secure executive-level commitment and sign-up.
Alongside this, we’ve established a strong working relationship with Universities UK in the context of its work on student
mental health. This has resulted in ongoing dialogue about how best to promote a whole university approach and we are also
delighted to welcome John de Pury, University UK’s Assistant Director of Policy, to our Steering Group.
We wish you all the very best the New Year.
Professor Mark Dooris, University of Central Lancashire
Professor Sue Powell, Manchester Metropolitan University

UK Healthy Universities Network – News
Network Meeting and Themed Workshops
Latest Meeting: The latest Network meeting was held at Cardiff University on 14 November 2017, attended by over 40 people.
The themed learning event focused on Healthy and Sustainable Universities. A report of the meeting and workshop is available
online, including links to presentations and relevant reports.
Forthcoming Meetings: The next Network meeting will take place as follows:
Wednesday 16 May 2018, Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), London
The themed learning session will focus on Leadership for a Whole University Approach and will provide an opportunity to share
learning from a recently completed research project funded by the Leadership Foundation for Higher Education.

Membership
Alongside the redevelopment and redesign of the Network website, we have also reviewed the membership structure and
introduced a revised approach—contacting all existing members. Membership (universities and other HEIs within the UK) and
Associate Membership (Universities and other HEIs from outside the UK; interested stakeholders outside the higher education
sector) are available and further information regarding this can be found on the membership pages of the website.
If you have not already responded to emails by completing the new membership form, please do so ASAP.

Newsletters
We aim to produce two newsletters each year. The deadline for receipt of material (news, updates, and features) for the next
edition is 16 June 2018.
Email: healthyuniversities@uclan.ac.uk
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International News
CANCELLED: International Conference, 18-20 September 2018.
The proposed International Health Promoting Universities Conference, due to take place from 18-20 September 2018 in
Karlsruhe, Germany, has unfortunately had to be cancelled. The International Working Group is exploring options for future
conferences.

13 SELECTED EXPERIENCES OF THE CONTEST IN HEALTH
PROMOTION IN THE REGION OF THE AMERICAS
Settings: Municipalities/Cities, Schools, and Higher
Education Institutions / Universities
The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO/WHO) and the Organizing Committee of the Contest for Significant Experiences
in Health Promotion sincerely thank all those who participated in the Contest in April and May 2017. The sum of the
applications that we received allows PAHO/WHO to appraise the progress done in health promotion across the Region of the
Americas. This year, 464 experiences from more than 20 countries in the Region of the Americas were presented to PAHO/
WHO showcasing the valuable work in health promotion that is taking place in the Region of the Americas in the areas of
Municipalities/Cities, Schools, and Higher Education Institutions/Universities.
A group of over 50 Health Promotion experts in the Region of the Americas conducted peer evaluations of the experiences
presented and the final selection for the most significant experiences in Health Promotion was done by an International Jury
comprised of members of the Organizing Committee, PAHO/WHO Collaborating Centers, and evaluators of the Contest.
The results are available on the Announcement webpage, which also includes the comprehensive list of applications received
for the Contest and a descriptive table of the number of applications received for each area/setting and category.

National News
NUS: Alcohol Impact
I’m really excited to let you know we will be holding the first national students and alcohol
conference. It will be a great opportunity to hear about all of the work that has been
achieved through the Alcohol Impact programme alongside other work being conducted in
the field of students and alcohol. The day will be a mix of keynotes and workshop sessions.
Agenda and further details to follow, if you are keen to attend, hold the date for now and
please do pass onto anyone else you think may be interested in attending.
You can register for the event here.
Date of event: Thursday 22 February 2018
Location: Leeds University Union, Lifton Place, Leeds, LS2 9JZ
Contact: Lucy Henry, Alcohol Impact Programme Manager lucy-ann.henry@nus.org.uk

#StepChange: The Universities UK Mental Health in Higher Education Framework
Introduction
Universities UK (UUK) published its #StepChange framework in
September 2017 to support higher education institutions to
improve the mental health of students and staff. It was launched
alongside associated research conducted by Institute for Public
Policy Research. The aim of the framework is to encourage
university leaders to adopt a strategic whole-organisation and
whole-population approach to mental health.
Importantly, the UK Healthy Universities Network was represented
on the expert working group, inspiring, challenging, and shaping
this work.
The Framework
#StepChange uses the WHO definition of mental health as a state
of wellbeing. This recognises that ‘we all have mental health’ and
that our mental health is on a continuum, with the possibility to
change over time. The framework emphasises that a whole
population approach to mental health is needed, providing support
for those in need and building awareness, resilience, and better
understanding for all.

The Framework particularly emphasises the challenges of transition. People are more vulnerable not only during transitions
between Children and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) to Adult Mental Health Services (AMHS) but also during
transitions between different levels of education and between education and the workplace.

A whole university approach to mental health is encouraged. This asks universities to take a joined-up approach to transform
cultures and embed mental health activities beyond student services, encouraging supportive living and learning communities.

The eight-step framework highlights several different areas that senior teams should look at when adopting this approach. It
intends to shift the attention from a ‘deficit’ approach to an ‘asset’ approach, meaning that as well as having timely and
accessible support services in place, universities should be working on prevention and early intervention, aligning support for
students and staff, and collaborating with different
stakeholders within and outside of the university.
Informed by the Okanagan Charter for Health Promoting
Universities & Colleges and the UK Healthy Universities
Network, the UUK framework also emphasises the
importance of whole system, the multiple determinants
of mental health and the partnerships especially based
on place that will drive improvement.
Continuing priorities
Although the emphasis of the work is on university
leadership, it sits within a wider body of work at UUK.
Continuing priorities are dissemination and
implementation of the framework, policy development,
data, partnership and transitions. We are engaging with
several initiatives to deliver on those priorities. For
instance, a working group has been established to develop
good practice frameworks for mental health care services for students and staff.
Take home messages
1. The #StepChange framework is a dynamic document. We welcome your thoughts, evidence and case studies to improve it,
particularly regarding engagement with a whole university and whole system approach, prevention and resilience building.
2. We hope that you can take the framework to your senior teams and push the message and agenda of Healthy Universities
and the whole system approach.
3. There is a lot more work on the way, so please watch this space!
Further information: Gedminte Mikulenaite , Universities UK Gedminte.Mikulenaite@universitiesuk.ac.uk

Updates from Network Members
London South Bank University

Workplace Health
London South Bank University is a proud recipient of the
London Healthy Workplace Charter Excellence Award,
granted by the Mayor of London’s office at an award
ceremony on 13 November. This prestigious award was
the culmination of a long but positive journey, which
began in 2015 with the Commitment award and
thereafter the Achievement award in 2016. We
submitted extensive evidence and attended a verification
day at City Hall, which involved a presentation and in
depth interviews. The award validated our commitment to
developing a culture of wellbeing that links to
organisational outcomes, staff productivity and
employee retention. We would like to encourage other
Universities in the Greater London area to get involved
with this great initiative, which provides a clear structure
for developing a Health, Safety and Wellbeing
programme. It helps to raise the profile of Wellbeing by
identifying strengths and weaknesses in 8 key areas,
namely:

 Corporate support for wellbeing
 Healthy and Safety
 Alcohol and Substance Misuse.
 Tobacco
 Healthy Eating
 Attendance Management
 Mental Health
 Physical Activity
Contact: Andrea Allen, Wellbeing Advisor, Health, Safety and Resilience Team andrea.allen@lsbu.ac.uk

Nottingham Trent University
Sexual Violence
NTU received a HEFCE catalyst funding in September 2017 to tackle sexual violence. NTU used the HEFCE bid to hire a project
officer to broadly work on making sure NTU has an effective and well-known protocol in place for responding to sexual
violence disclosures. Some notable achievements of the catalyst funding at the two month mark are below:

 Research: NTU has created a campus climate survey to understand perceptions of sexual assault awareness of resources.
The survey will launch in January. Qualitative interviews with students have also been administered to supplement the
survey and the data will be used to guide training and awareness activities throughout the year.

 Sexual Violence Awareness Team: A collaborative team of students, staff, NTSU exec members, and NTU sport members
has been created. Team will be creating a sexual violence awareness raising campaign directed at students.

 Staff Training: In person training on responding to disclosures has been piloted to 1st responders and a training
dissemination plan is in progress. NTU is also considering launching an online training for all staff.
Contact: Katrina Daoud, Project Officer, Sexual Violence katrina.daoud@ntu.ac.uk

University of Central Lancashire
HIV Testing
UCLan Students’ Union recently
hosted its first HIV testing
event on campus during
National HIV Testing Week
18-24 November. Colleagues
worked in partnership with
Renaissance at Drugline, a local
voluntary agency, who carried
out the tests in the Student
Union on the 23 November.
They brought in display
materials and a team of
volunteers to support students
or staff through the process or
to have chats about HIV and testing. Renaissance helped with the promotional communication to explain what the test would
show in terms of a reactive or non-reactive result. With any reactive results needing further follow-up and testing to confirm a
positive result.
Lily Green, Campaigns Officer, Student Union liaised with Renaissance and arranged for the tests to take place in two quiet and
private rooms. The student volunteers from the SU Sexual Health Awareness Group (S.H.A.G.) were also involved and played
an important role on the day. They were in a busy public area of the SU and promoted sexual health in general, gave
information about HIV testing and that testing was taking place. Also, giving information about where people could access
testing in the future on and off campus.
Because this was a new event we didn’t know what to expect in terms of interest or the number of tests taking place.
However, during the afternoon the testing became so busy that there were queues and by the end the afternoon all fifty tests
that Renaissance had brought had been used. From the success of this event it is likely that more partnership working will take
place with Renaissance in the future.
Contact: Sharon Doherty, University of Central Lancashire shdoherty@uclan.ac.uk
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